Abstract: —

The concept of NULL convention logic (NCL) is introduced for constructing low-power robust asynchronous circuits. The presence of registers in conventional NCL can account up to 35% overall power consumption. This brief presents the Combination of single rail and dual rail encoding in Register-less Null Convention Logic (RL-NCL) design paradigm, which achieves low power consumption by eliminating pipeline registers, simplifying the control circuit, and supporting fine-grain power gating to mitigate the leakage power of sleeping logic blocks. And also here introducing the concepts of single rail encoding and dual rail encoding. Data paths are composed of a mixture of dual-rail and single-rail logic gates. Dual-rail logic gates are limited to construct a stable critical data path. Based on this critical data path, the handshake circuits are greatly simplified, which offers the pipeline high throughput as well as low power consumption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, there has been a revival in research on asynchronous technology. Along with the continued CMOS technology scaling, VLSI systems become more and more complex. The physical design issues, such as global clock tree synthesis and top-level timing optimization, become serious problems. Even if technology scaling offers more integration possibilities, modularity and scalability are difficult to be realized at the physical level. Asynchronous design is considered as a promising solution for dealing with these issues that relate to the global clock, because it uses local handshake instead of externally supplied global clock. The attractive properties are listed as follows:

- low power consumption;
- high operating speed;
- no clock distribution and clock skew
- better composability and modularity;
- less emission of electromagnetic noise;

An asynchronous system comprises a set of autonomous functional modules, each of which communicates with others via handshaking only when it needs to send/receive data to/from its neighboring peers. Therefore, an asynchronous module is inherently data-driven and becomes active only when it needs to perform useful operations. Although an inactive asynchronous module
consumes no dynamic power, it still suffers from static leakage power dissipation. Lately, a number of techniques have been proposed for utilizing fine grain power gating to diminish the static leakage power of asynchronous circuits.

Both the conventional NCL and FPGNCL paradigms require pipeline registers for separating two neighboring logic modules, in order to prevent a DATA/NUL token from overriding its preceding NUL/DATA token because of latency difference between pipeline stages. However, pipeline registers can account for up to 35% of overall power dissipation of the NCL/MTNCL circuit. This brief presents the hybrid register-less NCL (RL-NCL) design paradigm, which achieves low power by both eliminating the pipeline registers and supporting fine-grain power gating.

This paper presents a novel design method of asynchronous logic pipeline, which focuses on improving the circuit efficiency and making asynchronous logic pipeline design more practical for a wide range of applications. The novel design method combines the benefits of the four-phase dual-rail protocol and the four-phase bundled-data protocol, which achieves an area-efficient and ultralow-power asynchronous Register-less Null Convention Logic.

This reminder of this brief is organized as follows. In section II, introduce two related NCL design paradigms: conventional NCL and FPGNCL. Section III describes the proposed Combination of dual rail encoding and single rail RL-NCL design paradigm. Section IV presents the simulation results. Section V concludes this brief.

II. RELATED WORK

A. The Conventional NCL Paradigm

The conventional NCL design paradigm is illustrated in Fig.1. In the NCL pipeline (see Fig. 1(a)), a pipeline stage, denoted by $S_i$, comprises three components: a logic block $L_i$, a data register $R_i$, and a completion detector $CD_i$.

NCL uses delay-insensitive codes, such as dual-rail and quad-rail encodings, for data communication. In the dual-rail data encoding, $n$ pairs of wires are required to encode $n$-bit data. For instance, one-bit data, denoted by $D$, can be encoded with a pair of wires $D_1$ and $D_0$. If $(D_1, D_0) = (0, 1)$, the codeword $(D_1, D_0)$ denotes the DATA0 state corresponding to a logic 0; if $(D_1, D_0) = (1, 0)$, the codeword $(D_1, D_0)$ denotes the DATA1 state corresponding to a logic 1; if $(D_1, D_0) = (0, 0)$, the codeword $(D_1, D_0)$ denotes the NULL state signifying that the value of $D$ is not yet available. The codeword $(D_1, D_0) = (1, 1)$ is not used.
NCL uses threshold gates as the primitive building blocks for constructing larger circuits. An \( m \)-of-\( n \) threshold gate, denoted by \( TH^m_n \), has \( n \) inputs and a threshold value of \( m \), where \( 1 \leq m \leq n \). Threshold gates exhibit hysteresis state-holding capability. Namely, the output of \( TH^m_n \) does not transit from 0 to 1 until at least \( m \) of the \( n \) inputs have become 1, and the output of \( TH^m_n \) does not transit from 1 to 0 until all the \( n \) inputs have become 0. Fig. 1(b) gives an example showing the structure of threshold gate \( TH^2_3 \). As depicted in this figure, the static CMOS implementation of a threshold gate comprises four function blocks (i.e., 'set-to-1', 'set-to-0', 'hold-1', and 'hold-0') and an output inverter with feedback.

Threshold gates can be combined to build NCL logic blocks, registers, and completion detectors. Fig. 1(c) depicts the implementation of an NCL logic block \( Z = X \text{XNOR} Y \) using threshold gates. Fig. 1(d) illustrates the structures of a 2-bit NCL register and a 2-bit completion detector. In general, an \( n \)-bit NCL register comprises \( 2n \) \( TH^2_2 \) gates; an \( n \)-bit completion detector comprises \( n \) 2-input OR gates (i.e., \( TH^1_2 \)) and an \( n \)-input C-element (i.e., \( TH^n_n \)). The completion detector \( CD_i \) in stage \( S_i \) is employed to sense whether the output of register \( R_i \) is DATA or NULL. The output of \( CD_i \) transits from 0/1 to 1/0 when all bits of register \( R_i \) have become DATA/NULL.

In the NCL pipeline, the data stream comprises a sequence of alternating NULL and DATA wave fronts. Namely, there is always a NULL/DATA wave front between two consecutive DATA/NULL wave fronts in the data stream. As depicted in Fig. 1(a), the inverse output \( K_{oi} \) of completion detector \( CD_i \) in stage \( S_i \) is wired to the control signal \( K_{i-1} \) of register \( R_{i-1} \) in stage \( S_{i-1} \). When a DATA/NULL token has passed through logic block \( L_i \) and been successfully latched in register \( R_i \), both \( K_{oi} \) and \( K_{i-1} \) will become 0/1, which enables register \( R_{i-1} \) in the upstream stage to latch the succeeding NULL/DATA token.

### B. The FPG-NCL Paradigm

As depicted in Fig. 2(a), in the FPG-NCL paradigm, a pipeline stage, denoted by \( S_i \), comprises four components: 1) a logic block \( L_i \), which is built from MTCMOS threshold gates, 2) a data register \( R_i \), 3) a completion detector \( CD_i \), and 4) a C-element, which is used to control the operating mode (i.e., active or sleep) of logic block \( L_i \). If \( Sleep_i = 1/0 \), logic block \( L_i \) is in the active/sleep mode.
The data stream in FPG-NCL comprises a sequence of alternating DATA and NULL tokens, denoted by $D0, N0, D1, N1, D2, N2,$ and so on, where $Dk/Nk$ is the $k$-th DATA/NULL token. The operation of FPG-NCL is very similar to that of conventional NCL except that the logic blocks in FPG-NCL can be in the active or sleep mode.

In FPG-NCL, logic block $Li$ enters the active mode when the following two conditions have both been fulfilled: 1) $Koi = 1$ (i.e., the preceding NULL token, $Nk-1$, has successfully passed through the input $Ii+1$ of stage $Si+1$), and 2) $Koi-1 = 1$ (i.e., the next DATA token, denoted by $Dk$, has arrived at the input $Ii$ of stage $Si$). Similarly, logic block $Li$ enters the sleep mode when the following two conditions have both been fulfilled: 1) $Koi = 0$ (i.e., the preceding DATA token, $Dk$, has successfully passed through the input $Ii+1$ of stage $Si+1$), and 2) $Koi-1 = 0$ (i.e., the next NULL token, denoted by $Nk$, has arrived at the input $Ii$ of stage $Si$).

The purpose of using pipeline registers in FPG-NCL is to prevent a DATA token, denoted by $Dk$, from overriding its preceding NULL token $Nk-1$ as well as to prevent a NULL token, denoted by $Nk$, from overriding its preceding DATA token $Dk$. As an example, let us assume that 1) a DATA token $Dk$ is now at $Ii$, its preceding NULL token $Nk-1$ is at $Ii+1$, and 3) logic block $Li$ is active. When $Li$ finishes its evaluation and generates valid output, $Dk$ advances to $Oi$. However, pipeline register $Ri$ cannot latch $Dk$ (i.e., the valid output of $Li$) until $Nk-1$ has successfully arrived at $Ii+2$, which event causes $Koi+1$ (i.e., $Kii$) to become 1 and enables $Ri$ to latch $Dk$. Therefore, pipeline registers in FPG-NCL can prevent a DATA/NULL token $Dk/Nk$ from overriding its preceding NULL/DATA token $Nk-1/Dk$.

C. Existing Method and Drawbacks

- Both the conventional NCL and MTNCL paradigms require pipeline registers for separating two neighbouring logic modules
- Pipeline registers accounts for up to 35% of overall power dissipation of the NCL/MTNCL circuit.
- Dual-rail encoding overhead that consumes a lot of silicon area and power consumption.

D. The RL-NCL Paradigm

The proposed RL-NCL requires no pipeline registers and is able to support fine-grain power gating. Fig. 3(a) shows the structure of the RL-NCL pipeline.

![Fig 2](image1.png) **Fig 2** FPG-NCL. (a) The FPG-NCL pipeline. (b) An example of FPG-NCL.

![Fig 3](image2.png) **Fig 3** RL-NCL. (a) The RL-NCL pipeline. (b) An example of RL-NCL.
RL-NCL differs from FPG-NCL as follows:
1) RL-NCL requires no pipeline registers.
2) In the RL-NCL pipeline, $K_{i+1}$, instead of $K_i$ (as in the case of FPG-NCL), is used as one input of the C-element generating signal $Sleep_i$. Namely, in RL-NCL, logic block $L_i$ in stage $S_i$ cannot begin evaluation/nullification for generating DATA/NUL token $D_k/N_k$ at $I_{i+1}$ until the preceding NULL/DATA token $N_{k-1}/D_k$ has safely arrived at the input $I_{i+2}$ of stage $S_{i+2}$. This restriction prevents a DATA/NUL token $D_k/N_k$ from overriding its preceding NULL/DATA token $N_{k-1}/D_k$.
3) In RL-NCL, it is not viable for an input bit of the logic block to be directly wired to an output bit without MTCMOS threshold gates placed between them, because pure wires themselves cannot operate in the sleep mode. If a logic block does contain pure wires in its input-output network signals, every pure wire must be replaced with an MTNCL buffer (see signals $Z_{10}$ and $Z_{11}$ of logic block $L_i$ in Fig. 3(b)), which is a 2-input OR gate (i.e., MTCMOS threshold gate $TH_{12}$) with the two inputs tied together.
4) In the RL-NCL pipeline, all MTCMOS threshold gates of a logic block begin evaluation/nullification at the same time, so the output bit on the critical path of the logic block becomes DATA/NUL after all the other output bits have already become DATA/NUL. Therefore, RL-NCL can employ an OR gate, whose two inputs are connected to the pair of wires associated with the output bit on the critical path of the logic block (e.g., $Z_{50}$ and $Z_{51}$ in Fig. 4(b)), to replace the completion detector for detecting whether the output of a logic block is DATA or NULL.

The RL-NCL pipeline operates as follows:

**Precondition.** Assume that logic block $L_i$ just entered the sleep mode (i.e., $Sleep_i = 0$), causing the output of $L_i$ to become NULL (i.e., a NULL token, denoted by $N_k$, is now at $O_i$).

**Step 1.** The next DATA token, $D_k$, arrives at the input $I_i$ of stage $S_i$, causing $K_{i-1}$ to become 1. If $K_{i+1}$ is still 0, logic block $L_i$ will remain in the sleep mode and will not take $D_k$ as its input.

**Step 2.** After $K_{i+1}$ becomes 1 (i.e., the downstream logic block $L_{i+1}$ has entered the sleep mode and the preceding NULL token $N_{k-1}$ has successfully arrived at $I_{i+2}$), logic block $L_i$ enters the active mode (i.e., $Sleep_i = 1$) and takes $D_k$ as its input, beginning evaluation.

**Step 3.** Eventually, logic block $L_i$ completes evaluation and the output of $L_i$ becomes DATA. That is, DATA token, $D_k$, now arrives at the input $I_{i+1}$ of stage $S_{i+1}$.

**Step 4.** The next NULL token, $N_k$, arrives at the input $I_i$ of stage $S_i$, causing $K_{i-1}$ to become 0.

**Step 5.** After $K_{i+1}$ becomes 0 (i.e., the downstream logic block $L_{i+1}$ has entered the active mode and the preceding DATA token $D_k$ has successfully arrived at $I_{i+2}$), logic block $L_i$ enters the sleep mode (i.e., $Sleep_i = 0$), beginning nullification.

**Step 6.** Eventually, logic block $L_i$ completes nullification and the output of $L_i$ becomes NULL. That is, NULL token, $N_k$, now arrives at the input $I_{i+1}$ of stage $S_{i+1}$.

**Step 7.** $k ← k + 1$. Go to Step 1.
III. Proposed Work – Optimised path

In each pipeline stage, a static NOR gate is used as 1-bit completion detector to generate a total done signal for the entire data paths by detecting the constructed critical data path. Driving buffers deliver each total done signal to the precharge/evaluation control port of the previous stage. Since the completion detector only detects the constructed critical data path, the noncritical data paths do not have to transfer encoded handshake signal anymore. Therefore, singlerail logic gates are used in the noncritical data path to save logic overhead. Encoding converter is used to bridge the connection between single-rail logic gate and dual-rail logic gate.

A. Precondition.
Assume that logic block Li just entered the sleep mode (i.e., Sleepi = 0), causing the output of Li to become NULL (i.e., a NULL token, denoted by Nk-1, is now at Oi). Each logic block uses only one dual-rail gate (critical datapath), while all others being single-rail. The following steps describe the dual-rail logic functionality. The single-rail operation is similar to conventional logic gate operation with single-rail to dual-rail convertor added in the required places.

B. Construction of the Critical Data Path

It is difficult to construct a stable critical data path using traditional logic gates for their gate-delay data-dependence problem. The critical signal transition varies from one data path to others according to different input data patterns. Since DRGs have solved the gate-delay data-dependence problem, a stable critical data path can be easily constructed by the following steps:

1) Finding a gate (named as Lin gate) that has the largest number of inputs in each pipeline stage;
2) Changing these Lin gates to DRGs;
3) Linking DRGs together to form a stable critical data path.

The basic idea of finding the critical signal transition is that embedding an dual rail in each pipeline stage and making the dual rail to be the last gate to start and finish evaluation. First of all, the embedded dual rail has the largest gate delay in a pipeline stage.

The reasons are as follows.
1) The dual rail has the largest stack in the pull-down network compared with other gates.
2) The dual rail has only one pull-down transistor path activated for each input data pattern.
Then, if all gates evaluate at the same time or the dual rail is the last gate to start evaluation in the pipeline stage, the critical signal transition would present on the output of the dual rail. In practice, making all gates evaluate at the same time is difficult, especially without the help of intermediate latches or registers. Therefore, we make the dual rail become the last gate to start evaluation by linking each pipeline stage’s dual rail together. In the first pipeline stage, the critical signal transition is on the output of the dual rail because all gates evaluate at the same time for the input control of latches or registers. After linking each pipeline stage’s dual rail together, the dual rail in the following pipeline stage would be the last gate to start evaluation since it always waits for the critical signal transition from the previous dual rail. As a result, the linked dual rail data path becomes a stable critical data path. Linking each pipeline stage’s dual rail together is partially done in the process of selecting Lin gate in each pipeline stage. When searching Lin gate, there might be more than one option. It is best to select the Lin gate that is originally linked to the Lin gate in the following pipeline stage. After changing these Lin gates to DRGs, DRGs are naturally linked. For example, the linkage between Stage1 and Stage2 in Fig. However, if we cannot find the linked Lin gates in neighbor stages, dual rail needs to be used to solve the linking problem. The linkage between Stage2 and Stage3 is in such situation. The linkage is established by connecting the output of dual rail in Stage2 and the enable port of dual rail in Stage3.

C. Encoding Conversion

Since the completion detector detects only the constructed critical data path, the noncritical data paths do not have to transfer encoded handshake signal anymore. The logic overhead in the noncritical data paths can be reduced using single-rail logic gates instead of dual-rail logic gates. However, single-rail logic gate and dual-rail logic gate use different encoding schemes. It has encoding compatibility problem when a single-rail logic gate connects to a dual-rail logic gate. Encoding converter needs to be designed to solve the problem. Fig. shows two implementations of encoding converter. Table III shows the truth table. In precharge phase \( \overline{pc} = 0 \), encoding converter outputs a dual-rail data0 \((\text{out, out}) = (0, 1)\). In evaluation phase \( \overline{pc} = 1 \), if the input is a single-rail data0 \( \text{in} = 0 \), the converter keeps the dual-rail data0. If the input is a single-rail data1 \( \text{in} = 1 \), the converter outputs a dual-rail data1 \((\text{out, out}) = (1, 0)\). Since single-rail encoding only has two states that, respectively, represent data0 and data1, there is no other state that can be converted to spacer \((\text{out, out}) = (0, 0)\). The disappearance of spacer violates the four-phase dual-rail protocol, which would cause data transfer error.
In practice, the robustness of the constructed critical path is affected by delay variations. As a matter of fact, it is a common problem in VLSI circuit design, same as the robustness of a clock signal in synchronous design and a match delay line in bundled-data asynchronous design. As we all know, these designs all suffer from delay variations. To resist the influence of delay variations, synchronous design enlarges the cycle time of a clock signal to get some margin. On the other hand, bundled-data asynchronous design adds extra delay margin on the matching delay line to match the worst case delay in combinational logic block. Same like these solutions, the delay variations problem in the proposed design can be solved by enlarging delay margin on the constructed critical data path. We supply four measures to enlarge the delay margin, which are listed as follows:

1) Sizing the pull-down transistors or the static inverters of DRGs and dual rail to increase gate delays;
2) Applying a low priority in circuit layout for the constructed critical path;
3) Improving the noncritical paths delay;
4) Adding delay elements on the critical path.

These measures have different impacts on the performance of circuits. It is better to choose a proper measure or multiple measures according to the practical design requirements. In measure
1) Reducing the transistor size of pull-down network or the static inverters can increase the gate delays of DRGs and dual rails. The increased delay slightly slows down pipeline speed, but smaller transistor size helps in saving power and silicon area.

2) Is layout optimization. Although this measure slightly decreases pipeline speed, it does not impose the extra overhead of transistors.

3) Does not degrade pipeline speed. The problem is that improving the noncritical path delay would increase the power consumption.

4) Is an intuitive way to enhance the critical data path. The drawback is the extra overhead of transistors.

In addition, the use of logic introduces many design risks because it is very sensitive to noise, circuit, and layout topologies. The solutions to alleviate these problems are not in the scope of this paper. We only recommend limiting the largest stack of logic when designing APCDP. The limitation depends on processing technology, practical problems, and actual conditions. Smaller stack design helps in alleviating the noise problems and increasing the pipeline speed. The tradeoff is the increased number of pipeline stages. More pipeline stages means larger silicon area and higher power consumption. On the other hand, larger stack design deteriorates the noise problems and the pipeline speed. The merit is the reduced number of pipeline stages. Less pipeline stages help in saving silicon area and power consumption.

D. PROPOSED METHOD AND ITS ADVANTAGES

- Register-less NULL convention logic (RL-NCL) design paradigm, which achieves low power consumption by eliminating pipeline registers.
- Pipelined design based on dual-rail and single-rail gates.
The overhead of function block logic is reduced by applying single-rail logic in noncritical data paths.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed Combination dual rail encoding and single encoding RL-NCL, I have employed Three NCL paradigm-FPG NCL, RL NCL and hybrid RL-NCL, VHDL language is used for the design of this parallel counters. Modelsim 6.3f is used as the simulating tool. Xilinx ISE 8.1 is used as the synthesis tool. Experimental results include the simulation result of 8 bit kogge stone adder implemented as fine-grain power gating NCL, RL-NCL, Combination of single rail and dual rail encoding used in RL-NCL and the comparison of various parameters. The 8 bit kogge stone adder is implemented in FPG-NCL. The adder has two input which we want to add, represented in dual rail encoding. And three other input one is carry input, other two are enabling signals. When carry input is zero and other enabling inputs are 1 then adder adds the inputs. The data stream in FPG-NCL comprises a sequence of alternating DATA and NULL tokens, denoted by D₀, N₀, D₁, N₁, D₂, N₂, and so on, where Dᵦ/Nᵦ is the k-th DATA/NULL token. The operation of FPG-NCL is very similar to that of conventional NCL except that the logic blocks in FPG-NCL can be in the active or sleep mode.

Fig 6 shows the simulation result of FPG-NCL. The 8 bit kogge stone adder is implemented in FPG-NCL. The adder has two input which we want to add, represented in dual rail encoding. And three other input one is carry input, other two are enabling signals. When carry input is zero and other enabling inputs are 1 then adder adds the inputs. The data stream in FPG-NCL comprises a sequence of alternating DATA and NULL tokens, denoted by D₀, N₀, D₁, N₁, D₂, N₂, and so on, where Dᵦ/Nᵦ is the k-th DATA/NULL token. The operation of FPG-NCL is very similar to that of conventional NCL except that the logic blocks in FPG-NCL can be in the active or sleep mode.

A. FPG-NCL:

(v₀,ra) and (v₁,rb) are the dual-rail input of Kogge–Stone adder, whereas (v_c,rc) is the carry in. c in is the output of the completion detector with sum(vₙ,rs) as its final adder output. All the inputs and outputs are in dual rail logic.

In FPG-NCL, logic block Li enters the active mode when the following two conditions have both been fulfilled: 1) Kᵦi = 1 (i.e., the preceding NULL token, Nᵦ-₁, has successfully passed through the input Iᵦ+₁ of stage Si+₁), and 2) Kᵦi-₁ = 1 (i.e., the next DATA token, denoted by Dₖ, has arrived at the input Iᵦ of
stage Si). Similarly, logic block Li enters the sleep mode when the following two conditions have both been fulfilled: 1) \(Koi = 0\) (i.e., the preceding DATA token, \(D_k\), has successfully passed through the input \(I_{i+1}\) of stage \(S_{i+1}\)), and 2) \(Koi-1 = 0\) (i.e., the next NULL token, denoted by \(N_k\), has arrived at the input \(I_i\) of stage \(S_i\)).

**B. RL-NCL:**

1) RL-NCL requires no pipeline registers.
2) In the RL-NCL pipeline, \(Koi+1\), instead of \(Koi\) (as in the case of FPG-NCL), is used as one input of the C-element generating signal \(Sleep\). Namely, in RL-NCL, logic block Li in stage \(S_i\) cannot begin evaluation/nullification for generating DATA/NULL token \(D_k/N_k\) at \(I_{i+1}\) until the preceding NULL/DATA token \(N_{k-1}/D_k\) has safely arrived at the input \(I_{i+2}\) of stage \(S_{i+2}\). This restriction prevents a DATA/NULL token \(D_k/N_k\) from overriding its preceding NULL/DATA token \(N_{k-1}/D_k\).

**C. HYBRID-RAIL NCL:**

Fig 7. shows the simulation result of RL-NCL. The proposed RL-NCL requires no pipeline registers and is able to support fine-grain power gating \((va, ra)\) and \((vb, rb)\) are the dual-rail input of Kogge stone adder, whereas \((vc, rc)\) is the carry in. \(c_{in}\) is the output of the completion detector with \(sum\) as its final adder output. All the inputs and outputs are in dual rail logic.

RL-NCL differs from FPG-NCL as follows:

- Fig 8. shows the simulation result of RL-NCL. \(X\) and \(Y\) is the input of the hybrid rail Kogge stone adder. \(Cin\) is the carry and and \(c_{in}\) is the output of the completion detector with \(sum\) as its final adder output. All the inputs are in single rail except \(X(7)\) and \(Y(7)\). The final out \(sum\) (7) will be the critical path output which is dual rail with all other outputs in single-rail.
Table I gives a power dissipation comparison of the three NCL design paradigm FPG-NCL, RL-NCL, Combination of single rail and dual rail encoding in RL-NCL implementing the pipelined kogge stone adder with input data ranging from 10MHz to 900MHz. The power dissipation comparison of the three NCL paradigms, FPG-NCL, RL-NCL, Combination of single rail and dual rail encoding in RL-NCL, the FPG includes 200mW and it reduces to 188mW and our proposed system reduces to 50% of FPG-NCL. The advantage of low power dissipation in the RL-NCL paradigm comes from 1) eliminating pipeline registers, 2) replacing complex completion detectors with simpler OR gates, and 3) mitigating the leakage power of sleeping blocks by fine-grain power gating.

### V. CONCLUSION

This brief has proposed the combination of single rail and dual rail encoding in register-less Null Convention Logic paradigm, which achieves low power consumption by eliminating pipeline registers, replacing complex completion detector with simpler OR gates, and mitigating the leakage power of sleeping blocks by fine-grain power gating. Compared with the register-less NCL, the RL-NCL implementation of the kogge-stone adder can reduce the power dissipation by 50% for the input data range 100MHz.
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